Abstract. The visible optical power emitted from the expansion plumes from 0.4 and 2 km diameter fragments of ShoemakerLevy are expected to be, -25% and comparable to, the visible solar flux reflected from Jupiter, respectively, for several minutes, and could be easily observed by sensors on the Galileo spacecraft. Earth-based observers can detect these plumes as these expand over the SW limb of Jupiter and come into earth view some minutes after impact!
Introduction
This is the first time in history an astronomical object, CometShoemaker-Levy 9 (SL-9), has been discovered in the sky [Shoemaker et al., 1993] which is predicted to impact a planet, Jupiter, at a pre-determined time and position. SL-9 upon close passage, within the Roche limit, of Jupiter on 8 July 1992 brokeup into some 20 fragments. These are now completing a 2 ye ar orbit of Jupiter and SL-9 fragments will impact (at 60 km/sec) Jupiter for some six days starting July 16, 1994 [Yeomans and Chodos, 1993] . (The impact velocity is only slightly in excess of the escape velocity because the SL-9 encounter velocity at large distances from Jupiter is small compared to Jupiter's 60 km/sec escape velocity). As viewed from the Earth, SL-9 fragments impact the "back side" of Jupiter. However, the impact points will rotate over Jupiter's limb and come into view of the Earth 7 to 13 minutes later.
Previously, Ahrens et al. [1994] and Takata et al. [1994] , modeled the interaction of the SL-9 fragments with Jupiter's atmosphere (Fig. 1 ) in three stages: 1) the passage and transfer of the kinetic energy of the comet fragment to the atmosphere, 2) the expansion and subsequent rise of the atmosphere heated by the stopping of the comet, and 3) the radiative signal which is emitted by the heated plume.
• We used the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method to calculate the passage and stopping of 2-and 10-kin diameter (1 Mg/m 3 density) ice comet fragments impacting Jupiter at an angle of 40 ø from the zenith at 60 km/s. In the present paper we scale these "entry" results as described below to a 0.4 km diameter fragment and then performed plume and radiative calculations on the effects of this diameter object impacting Jupiter. Taking into account recent trajectory refinements we predict the radiative signal from SL-9 fragment impacts and their observabilities from the Galileo spacecraft and Earth.
Approach
Because of the contrast in length scales of the 0.4 km diameter comet and the -109. km scale of the atmosphere with which it interacts, we were unable to conduct the stage 1 (entry) calculation for this case.
To describe the plume and radiation from a 0.4 km cometary fragment we fit ablation theory [Bronshten, 1983] 
